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Leveraging Eclipse

- SMILA
- Eclipse Link
- Equinox
Leadership at Eclipse

- SMILA
- Architecture Council
Investment in Eclipse

- Between Summer 2008- Summer 2009 we had approximately 10 people working in SMILA payed by brox
- Right now there are 3-4 people working on the project
- We are planning to ramp back up to 10+ during 2010
- Sponsor fo ESE
- Working on the Initiation of Industry working groups:
  - Automtives
  - Telecommunication
  - Semantic Technologies
- Eclipse Days
- Eclipse.org search powered by SMILA
- We have started to contribute to other projects and will most likely expand on this
Dash Reports

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>broxIT-SolutionsGmbH</th>
<th>1868</th>
<th>2164</th>
<th>25</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>88</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>88</th>
<th>63</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
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Bugzilla Reports

Releases

No Eclipse update site has been listed.

1.1 M1: 2010-02-28 tentative
1.0: 2009-12-30 tentative
0.5 M3: 2009-07-31 completed
0.5 M2: 2009-05-29 completed
0.5 M1: 2009-03-23 completed
New & Noteworthy

- Volkswagen Group Global Sourcing Infrastructure uses SMILA based eccenca Enterprise Edition

- BMW will start piloting SMILA based eccenca EE in Spring 2010

- CIO of City of SchwaebischHall presented during ESE, why semantic technologies are key to understanding the content of large public archiving